Mantras for Mental Healing

The mental body is a material organism which has its anatomy and its occult ultra-physiology.

—Samael Aun Weor, *Esoteric Medicine and Practical Magic*
When the sicknesses of the mental body crystallize in the physical brain, then madness is the outcome.

We study within the supra-sensible worlds the anatomy and physiology of the internal bodies of the human being.

—Samael Aun Weor,

*Esoteric Medicine and Practical Magic*
The mantra in order to cure the sicknesses of the mental body is:

S M HON...

This mantra must be vocalized daily for one hour. The disciple must invoke daily the Archangel Raphael and Hermes Trismegistus, supplicating them to heal his mental body.

—Samael Aun Weor,

*Esoteric Medicine and Practical Magic*